The Ffestiniog & Welsh Highland Railways Route

A Route for Train Simulator 2021
Welcome to the Ffestiniog & Welsh Highland Railways route Read-Me document in
which I will attempt to highlight the various “non-typical” assets that have been
developed in order to make the route as close to the original, prototypical route
that has been possible.

Thanks To………………
Steve Fleming for allowing me to take his original route and further develop it.
“AndyS” for use of his signal scripts so that I could develop the unique signals on the Ffestiniog &
Welsh Highland and his advice and guidance on their use.
Xavier Guerra for his time and effort in providing various sound files, information, photographs and
testing the route. In addition, he’s provided most of the new challenging scenarios included in this
package.
Various 3rd Party developers who have provided free assets and I freely acknowledge their
copyright for their products and thank them for use in this “donationware” package.
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1 Background History
The background history of this route starts with the release of the “North Wales Narrow Gauge Railways”
(NWNGR) route by Steve Fleming (aka “thephantomphish”) back in 2017. At this time, I was planning to
develop my own Ffestiniog route from scratch but since Steve had made such a huge amount of progress
in development of his own version, I thought it more sensible to concentrate on supporting Steve by
providing a range of Ffestiniog rolling stock.
Steve’s efforts to produce such a realistic route are to be congratulated as all the assets used were
selected from a large range of existing routes which is not easy to do in order to provide such a
representative “custom” route as the Ffestiniog.
My sole aim is to enhance this work by providing more custom-built, specific assets to the Ffestiniog,
largely focussing on a 50m corridor on either side of the track, in order to enhance the look & feel.
There is no doubt that most of the scenery and atmosphere in this route are still down to this dedicated
work by Steve in providing the original route. My grateful thanks to him and for his permission to copy
and enhance it into this new version.
For those if you who have the original route, this new version will sit alongside the original and not
interfere with each other.

2 Development Plans
This release of the Ffestiniog & Welsh Highland Railways route is Phase 2 of the enhancement.
It covers the full Ffestiniog and Welsh Highland Railway sections of the route and completes the project of
providing enhancements to the original NWNGR that was started back in late 2019.

3 Major Enhancements from the Original Route (NWNGR)
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

All track is now true Ffestiniog 600mm gauge (1’ 11.5”) with custom built track
Trackwork modelled as of 2019/2021 era
Major buildings custom built to represent actual buildings look & feel (eg. Porthmadog station, water
towers, platforms………… etc) across the Ffestiniog and Welsh Highland sections.
A range of Ffestiniog based rolling stock and steam locomotives are now included
The original route version required a large number of additional download content (DLC). This version
has reduced these to three providers. The route will run without these but obviously will not look as
good.
This version now only requires three additional DLCs to maximise the true scenic “look & feel”
All new custom-built signals reflecting the unique Ffestiniog and Welsh Highland Railway prototypes
Many scenic assets remodelled to improve “look & feel”
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4 Known Limitations
There are a few anomalies left that still require to be addressed from this phase. The known ones are:1. Winter textures for the majority of the custom assets are still to be created. Therefore avoid creating
winter/snow scenarios as they will look strange.
2. The Boston Lodge shed doors – are open during daylight hours and closed during night time hours.
Needless to say, this doesn’t impede traffic use but the intention is to introduce opening/closing doors
in response to train movements, sometime in the future.

5 Assets Required for this Route
All the previous custom assets required for the route, those that were included in Phase 1 release, are
included in this installation package, in addition to the large numbers of custom assets that have been
built to reflect the Welsh Highland section.
In addition, the new WHR Coach set has been included in support of the new WHR section of the package
and a new ALCO/WD steam loco, provided by Xavier Guerra. This new loco comes in various liveries with a
version that reflects the loco “Mountaineer” as last used on the Ffestiniog Railway. It can be fired as oilbased or coal.
Rolling Stock included are:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Double Fairlies – David Lloyd George, Earl of Meirioneth, Merddin Emrys
The Single Fairlie – Taliesin
The England Engines – Prince, Palmerston, Welsh Pony
The Penrhyn Ladies – Linda & Blanche
The Welsh Highland Garratts
The Ffestiniog Modern Coaches (now includes auto-numbering saloons)
The Victorian Coaches
The Slate Wagons – Gravity Train
The WHR Standard Coaches (New)
The ALCO WD and FR Mountaineer Locos (by kind permission of Xavier Guerra) (New)

There are several PDF manuals in the Railworks Manuals folder that describe these rolling stock assets in
more detail.
In addition, there are a number of Down Load Content (DLC) routes that are advisable to obtain in order
to see the route at its best. These were required for the original NWNGR route, and while I have
attempted to reduce the number of different routes required, there are still some required to view the
best scenery content.
The main DLC are:•
•
•

Kuju – EU Community Asset Pack
RSC - Settle Carlisle
RSC - Falmouth Branch

These should be available from the STEAM Store and I would say that the Settle & Carlisle and the
Falmouth Branch would be the key routes to obtain.
The route will operate without these DLC assets.
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6 Installation Over the Previous Free Route and Stock
It is recommended that if you have the free Route and Rolling Stock that were available from
UKTRAINSIM.COM, that you un-install these packs and before installing the new version.
The suggested order to uninstall any existing asset packs are:1. The Ffestiniog and Welsh Highland Railways (2020) Route Patch
2. The Ffestiniog and Welsh Highland Railways (2020) Route
3. All of the Rolling Stock Packs (If you have made modifications, you need to make copies of the
mods to be able to reapply them)

7 New Installation Users
Users who have no previous FR&WHR Route versions already installed can simply unpack the download
Zip file and double-click on the Self Install Executable file (.EXE)
Its highly recommended that you do not have TS2021 running at the time of the install.

8 Installation over Phase 1 Release
This Phase 2 release uses the same TrainSim internal Route Id. Therefore, it will overwrite all the existing
files (content & assets) with any newer versions. If you have amended these files in anyway, it is
suggested that you take copies or note the changes so that you can replicate in the newer versions, if
required.
As before, simply unpack the download Zip file and double-click on the Self Install Executable file (.EXE)
Its highly recommended that you do not have TS2021 running at the time of the install.

9 Phase 1 Upgrade Enhancements
For user who have been using the Phase 1 FR & WHR Route, this section describes some of the
enhancements made for the release of this Phase 2 package.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduction of required DLC to three packages.
(There were two reasons for doing this – the first is to reduce the need to buy extra packs for new
users but secondly to try and reduce the number of “Divide By Zero” errors that were being
reported by existing users when starting scenarios. These were inconsistent but seemed to be
related to available TrainSim and PC resources so the reduction of assets seemed a sensible
approach.)
Custom assets for the whole of the Welsh Highland section.
Remodelling of some trackwork areas to match prototype sections
Lengthening of WHR platforms and track to accommodate the longer WHR trains
Numerous bug fixes for the Ffestiniog section and scenarios.
Additional standard scenarios for the Welsh Highland section
A simple set of “Quick Drive” scenarios for the route.
New ALCO/FR Mountaineer Loco (produced and included withy kind permission of Xavier Guerra)
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10 Things to Note for this Route
10.1 Ffestiniog Signals
The signals deployed on the Ffestiniog are a unique mixture of styles and operation. Some are for display
purposes only and others are fully operational.
These are shown below together with their operational use.

a) Arm Type Signals
Mainly found around the Porthmadog area, these are actually a CLS type signal enhanced with a
moving arm to provide a “heritage” look and feel to the operational system. An example is the Trident
signal located halfway along the Cob, leading into Porthmadog station complex.

The Trident signal controls the access to the various tracks into Porthmadog station.
From left to right, the signals indicate routing to (1) the Yard, (2) the Ffestiniog platform, (3) the Welsh
Highland platform or Loop. A further platform indictor, just before the point work indicates the route
further.
The smaller signal, on the main mast, is a call-on signal.
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b) CLS Type Signals

These are standard Colour Light Signals albeit, slightly smaller to fit the Narrow Gauge style.
There are occasional call-on indicator lights for access to minor routes. Eg: from Minffordd down
platform into Minffordd yard.

Ground located signals are usually the CLS type and are found at various sites on the route.
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c) Special Signals
Located at the Porthmadog HeadShunt, this signal indicates the path selected for locos to return from
fuelling.

A blank indicator would indicate the path is set to the platform road ahead.

A numeric indicator would show that the exit path is set to road 2 or road 3.
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Another indicator is located on the Ffestiniog platform gives drivers indication as to whether pathing is
for the Yard or Ffestiniog platform. It works in conjunction with the Cob Trident signal shown earlier.

The colour light indicates Stop or Clear and the path is indicator by a Y for the yard turnout or F for
the path straight into Ffestiniog platform 2.

d) Heritage Type Signals
There are a number of these “non-operational” versions scattered across the Ffestiniog route and are
there to represent the original signals used in the start of the railway in the 1800s. These are nonworking signals. However, there are a few operational signals on the line, at Tanygrisiau station and
are operational and visible in the 2D map and on the route.
Working Heritage Signals at Tanygrisiau

Dummy Heritage Signals Around Route
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Historic Signals (Dummy Only)

For historic effect only and have no signalling control.

e) Welsh Highland Signals
The WHR section has a further set of custom signals which are similar to the FR Heritage Disc signals.
The difference is that they have Red and Yellow lights (for Stop & Go). In order to enable effective
routing within TrainSim, a CLS “Call-On” signal has also be added, which is non-prototypical, but
essential for TS2021. Typical, the Call-On would be lit to indicate a routing from the main running line
into a yard (e.g. Dinas)
Examples of WHR signals are :-

Figure 1:WHR - STOP Signal

Figure 2: WHR - GO Signal

Figure 3: WHR - Call On Signal

A further dummy “Distant” signal is also placed in the WHR section. In this version, these are for
information only and are NOT developed as working signals in the route.
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There is also a signal on the approach to the Britannia Bridge at Porthmadog when running from
Caernarfon direction into Porthmadog which requires a special technique in the sim when approached.

Figure 4: WHR Bridge Control Signal - Stop

Figure 5: WHR Bridge Control Signal - Clear

Access to the Britannia Bridge at Porthmadog is controlled by the single light as shown above. In reality,
trains must stop and use their token to switch on the traffic control lights which stop the traffic. Trains
are then allowed to proceed slowly onto the road bridge.
In the sim, you must approach the signal slowly at under 5 MPH to obtain the light to proceed.

f) Hidden Signals
In order to enable AI trains to be scheduled and run, additional signals have been added to the major
yards & depots. (eg. Porthmadog sidings and fuelling headshunts and around the whole of Boston Lodge
and Dinas areas.)
In order to make these unobtrusive and not to spoil the “look & feel” of the route, these shunting
signals are only visible within the TrainSim Editor and not in the route itself.
They do however, appear in the HUD display and the F9 Network View, so be aware of this anomaly, and
don’t expect to see all these from the cab
.
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10.2 Fuelling Points
There are several watering points on the route but only one coaling stage. Both are interactive and are
animated with appropriate movement & sounds.

a) Watering Points
These are located at Porthmadog Headshunt, Minffordd Up Platform, Tan-Y-Bwlch Up Platform and
Blaenau Ffestiniog Down Loop for the Ffestiniog Railway.

Figure 6: Watering at Porthmadog Headshunt

For the WHR, there are watering facilities at Caernarfon, Waunfawr, Rhyd Ddu and Beddgelert
(Northbound).

Figure 7: Water Tower at WHR Rhyd Ddu

The WHR Garratt locos are also able to use the water and coal facilities at Porthmadog Headshunt.
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10.2.1 Coaling Point
The main coaling point modelled in the route is at the Porthmadog Headshunt. As in real life, coal is
supplied to the locos from a coal wagon in the central trackway.

Figure 8: Coaling at Porthmadog

There is also a coaling facility located at Dinas for the WHR section.

Figure 9: WHR - Coaling at Dinas
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10.2.2 Fuelling the Double Fairlies –
The fuelling points for the Double Fairlie locos are slightly different to other Ffestiniog locos, in they
have a water & coal points on each of the front and rear locos. However, because of the restrictions
of TS2020, on the model, there is only one water & one coal point on each.
When viewing a Double Fairlie from inside the Cab, the default view faces the front of the loco.

Within the Sim, the water tanks are filled when the FRONT tanks are opposite the water pipe.

In turn, the REAR loco loads the coal bunker when the REAR coal bunker is opposite the coal
loading bucket on the platform.
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10.3 Passing Loops
On the Ffestiniog & Welsh Highland prototype, trains normally enter any platform loops using the Right
Hand path.
The only exception is the Rhiw Goch passing loop, where up trains will enter the straight path leaving any
down train to pass in the loop. Where no passing trains are involved both up & down trains will use the
straight through path.

10.4 Scenarios
There are a number of scenarios written to demonstrate the Ffestiniog section and its signalling and also a
further set that illustrate the Welsh Highland section.
A simple set of Quick Drive scenarios are also available to get things started quickly.
For clarity, Quick Drive scenarios refer to UP consists as being to Blaenau Ffestiniog or Caernarfon.
Similarly, Down (DWN) consists refer to trains running from Blaenau or Caernarfon.
My thanks to Xavier Guerra for developing the Quick Drives and the more sophisticated, challenging ones.
I did the simpler ones
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